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Background and context
Project Title: INDEPTH Network  of HDSS Surveillance Sites

Focus/Aim: Documenting births, deaths, and causes of death

Methodology and resources used: Sentinel demographic and health surveillance systems
in LMICs

Main stakeholders: Ministries of health and the research community

Main results/outputs/outcome (list 3-5 only)

1. Untapped potential for synergies between HDSS sites and national CRVS systems.

2. HDSS sites can provide ‘gold standard’ CRVS denominators for completeness 
estimates for birth and death  registration in disadvantaged populations.

3. Can assess in inequities in CRVS performance by age, sex, and socio-economic status.

4. Can assess determinants of non-registration.

5. Can provide comparative cause-specific mortality fractions (verbal autopsy).



What is HDSS?

Dynamic cohort

www.indepth-network.org

http://www.indepth-network.org/


Advantages
HDSS sites based on repeated prospective household visits with 
complete enumeration in remote neglected populations.

Exit by migration or death ensures more accurate death 
documentation.

HDSS includes pregnancy registration, ensuring more accurate 
documentation of abortion, still births, and live births. 

Socio-economic status & geolocation of all households known.

Disadvantages
Relatively small sentinel populations (~ 100,000).

Only available in 14 of the UNESCAP countries.

xxx

Advantages and disadvantages of using these data for 
assessing inequality in civil registration



Examples of HDSS assessment of 

inequality in CRVS performance

Rufiji HDSS, Tanzania

Agincourt HDSS, South Africa

Completeness of CRVS registered births & deaths Trend in completeness of CRVS registered deaths by SES quintile

28%

2%



HDSS sites that update SES annually.

HDSS sites with at least one or more enumeration 

rounds annually.

HDSS sites with strong migration tracking.

HDSS sites with at least 50,000 individuals under 

prospective surveillance.

Criteria used in determining the data source/s that are 
most appropriate for use in assessing inequality in CRVS



Any country hosting HDSS sites ➔

14 such countries in UNESCAP

Appropriate during comprehensive assessments, and when 

monitoring improvements in CRVS from low thresholds.

Piloting CRVS innovations in HDSS sites (e.g. death 

notification for community deaths).

Evaluating CRVS VA in adjacent non-HDSS sites

When are such data sources appropriate to be used?



Recommended improvements

CRVS & HDSS have a common purpose in documenting births, deaths and cause of 
death yet routine collaboration between CRVS and HDSS is rare.

Where possible, mutually productive synergies between these two enterprises should be 
fostered.

E.g.

HDSS membership on national CRVS committees and civil registrar membership on 
HDSS steering committees.

Starter projects illuminating completeness, context and determinants of non-
registration of births and deaths in marginal populations.

Comparing and assessing quality of cause of death data.

Annual catch-up registration of missed births and deaths.

Sharing and building skills.

Source: de Savigny et al.  Maximizing Synergies between Health Observatories and CRVS: Guidance for 
INDEPTH HDSS Sites and CRVS Stakeholders. (2019). https://crvsgateway.info/Search-
Resources~4272?s_q_fulltext=Observatories

https://crvsgateway.info/Search-Resources~4272?s_q_fulltext=Observatories

